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Abstract— Due to use of wireless channel for communication, MANETs are receptive to so many 
attacks like Wormhole, Black hole, Gray hole, Jellyfish, DOS etc. which can easily break the security 
system of this ad hoc network. In this paper, we have presented an extensive review on different 
techniques to detect and avoid various kinds of attacks in Mobile ad hoc network. This paper also gives 
a brief idea about different routing algorithms used in MANETs. Proactive and Reactive routing 
algorithms are explained well. Performance parameters like average delay, throughput, average number 
of hops per route etc. are also discussed in context of security attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

To connect the nodes between networks without help of any wire or shared medium, we use wireless 
network technology [1]. We can further classify this wireless network into two categories, 

A. Infrastructure based network 
B. Ad hoc network 

 
In case of 1st kind of network architecture, we have to communicate through some access points but in 

case of later, it uses some links internally to communicate through different nodes. There is no concept of 
infrastructure in ad hoc network [2]. So, secu- rity issues are not so easy here, as ad hoc network follows 
dynamic network topology, but not static. The nodes carry all the activities regarding routing due to 
decentraliza- tion factor of network [3-6]. 

Since 1970, military field uses MANETs. Rescue operation after flood is also done with the help of 
MANETs. There is no concept of centralized infrastructure in MANETs. Multi hop fashion may maintained 
by MANETs from one host to another. Besides of using in cell phone, PDA, nowadays MANETs are also 
used to give actual direction to the taxis about the destination or pick up location of the customers. MANET 
has a great chance to be exposed to so many attacks as MANET follows dynamic network topology. 
Intrusion detection system is a very popular way to keep tracking on network traffic [7]. 

MANET is concerned always with its security issues. Many characteristics of MANET like, naked 
medium, topology changing with dynamic feature, less priority of central monitoring etc. made this ad hoc 
network unprotected to so many attacks [8-10]. Still it is popular among us due to its- 

 
A. Scalable nature 
B. Infrastructure less nature 
C. Dynamic nature. 

 
As ad hoc network is wireless, intruder can easily attack this network. There are mainly two types of 
attacks. 

 
A. Active Attacks- Attackers can steal the information or can introduce harmful codes, viruses to 

break the security. 
B. Passive Attacks- Attackers here, can observe the communication between two or many 
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communications or can decrypt the messages which is already encrypted [11-13]. 
 

In spite of these, there are few more challenges of MANETs. 
 

A. Routing – As the network architecture is dynamic in nature, the process of 
―packets  routing‖  between  any  of  two  nodes  is  a  challenging  job.  Routes through nodes may hold 
more than one hop [14]. 

 
B. Power Consumption – Whichever routing protocol is used, that must be power efficient or energy 

efficient that is the protocol will use minimum pow- er or energy [15]. 
 

C. Internetworking – That may be seen of presence of fixed networks in MANETs. So the routing 
algorithms must have to take into consideration of other protocols which are generated from those 
fixed networks [16]. 

 
D. Security and Reliability – Neighboring nodes of ad hoc network relay on packets, so this network 

needs authentication and security. Wireless network where data transmission range is minimum, or 
packets loss induce reliability in MANETs. 

 
E. Quality of Service (QoS) – Qos provides different levels in a fashion which is not fixed, so it may 

cause further challenge to MANETs. 
 

II. ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

 
There are so many routing protocols for MANETs, already proposed. These can be classified into 2 

categories in broader sense. 
 

C. Proactive or Table Driven Routing Protocols – One or more tables are maintained in this protocol 
by each node. Routing information is stored in the tables. Total analysis of these tables is maintained 
by the nodes as DSDV protocol does. 

 
D. Reactive or On Demand Routing Protocols – Only when a new path is required, then routes are 

created by this protocol. When a packet is needed to be sent from source to destination, then route 
discovery is required as AODV, DSR protocols commit this. 

 
In this paper, three routing protocols viz. DSDV, DSR and AODV are highlighted as this is already 

known to us that these are the best fitted protocols for ad hoc network. 
 

i. Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) – DSDV algorithm is the enhancement of the 
Bellman Ford algorithm. The routing table is maintained with all destination points, number of hops 
associated with those points and number of sequence fixed with destination points. Finding shortest route 
from source to destination is well defined by Bellman Ford algorithm. But that is not loop free. DSDV is 
loop free algorithm, where table is updated time to time but it is used for the network which is small in size 
[17]. 

 
ii. Ad Hoc on-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)   –   After   route finding is done, AODV 

protocol updates the table. It is loop free and reactive technique. This is an enlarged version of DSDV 
algorithm. It sends packets through the nodes which are in between until the destination is reached. Route 
request packets are also sent to destination (RREQ). When destination is found route reply is sent (RERR). 
Route error message is sent to the two nodes if link in between them is broken. The table is updated after 
this message is sent [18]. 

 
iii. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) – Source for routing is used in this On- demand routing 

algorithm. There is a concept of packet header to contain the routing information, so in-between nodes are 
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not needed. Always route cache is used to forward a packet which is the main advantage of DSR technique. 
If a request is sent to node, first route cache checks the availability of the node. Route discovery becomes 
easier by this process. But if network size is larger, then route discovery overhead becomes also bigger as 
packets size increases [19]. 
 

III. CLASSIFICATION 

 
In broader sense, we can classify the attacks in 2 parts: Data traffic attacks and Control traffic attacks. In 
this survey, Black Hole and Worm Hole attacks are discussed deeply with outline survey of other attacks. 

 
 

A. Black Hole Attack 
 

In this attack, Black hole is nothing but a malicious node, which drops all data packets passing across. 
One malicious node uses the routing protocol to prove itself as the shortest path to the end node. Instead of 
forwarding the packets, this attack drops the packets. For this reason, Black Hole attack is also termed as 
Packet Drop attack. 
 

 

Fig.1. Black Hole Attack 
 

In case of Cooperative Black Hole attack, the harmful nodes attack in group. RREQ 
packet is sent to nodes, whenever a data packet is wished to send from start to end node. The harmful nodes 
also accept the RREQ. After receiving this, Black Hole node will reply first RREP [20, 21, 22]. 

 

B. Worm Hole Attack 
 

Worm Hole attack is the most critical attack in MANET. Two nodes are termed here as wormhole 
nodes, which are attached together using a tunnel. Chitra Gupta et. al. proposed, in Worm Hole attack more 
than one Wormhole nodes transfer the data through tunnel. The route between the two Wormhole nodes 
seems to be the shortest from source to destination than the original route. This attack creates an illusion of 
nodes to be in multi hop fashion [23]. 

 

We can also make a comparative study of these two attacks regarding attribute and performance parameters. 

 
 

i. Packet Delivery Ratio 
 

    The ratio of number of packets containing data delivered to the end node of the journey to the total 
number of data packets sent [24]. 
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ii. Average end to end Delay 
 

At first, the total time taken by a packet to reach destination from source is calculated. Then the average 
of this time is measured, which is termed as Average Delay. 

 

iii. Packet Loss 
 

At the time of travelling of packets from source to destination, few of packets get dropped by the 
routes or tunnel created by Black Hole. This measure is called Packet Loss. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Worm Hole Attack 
 

IV. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES 

 
Watchdog and Pathrater is a mitigation technique for Black Hole attack, which was proposed by S 

Marti et. al. Misbehaving nodes are detected by Watchdog method. 
 
 

Fig. 3. Watch Dog 
 

This is very easy technique in which previous node listen to next node. When data packets are 
forwarded, then misbehavior can be captured by this technique. Cooperative Black Hole is not detected by 
Watchdog and source node has to depend on other node’s information [21]. 

Two nodes are dependent on each other in this technique. Capturing of misbehavior is not guaranteed 
here and by this technique we cannot mitigate the attack. 

 
Collaborative Security Architecture, proposed by A. Patcha et. al. detects and avoid the harmful 

nodes for Black Hole attack. This can be presented as extended part of Watchdog method. If packet 
dropping is started by some reliable nodes, then the security comes to terms [22]. This technique is a better 
representation of Watchdog technique by which we also mitigate the attack. The main drawback of this 
technique is that, it only come in front iff some trusted nodes drop packets. 

 
Receive Watch and Redirect (REWARD) method detects and prevents Black Hole attack using 

replication process. Starting from source node, data packets are forwarded and back warded. If any packet 
is dropped by Black Hole attack, it should be known to next node. Distributed Database technique is used 
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here [25]. This technique overcomes the drawbacks of previous one but due to use of distributed database, 
this technique is a bit slower than others. 

 
Distributed and Co-operative Mechanism (DCM), proposed by Chang Wu Yu et. al. is distributed 

and collaborative in nature. Four sub modules are covered by DCM [26]. 

 
Fig. 4. DCM 

 

Local Data Collection is the first sub module of DCM which gathers information about all nodes and tries 
to find if there is any harmful node. Then an estimation table is constructed which can estimates if there is 
any Black Hole or not. If any node is caught as malicious from the table, then further investigation is done 
by Local Detection to ensure the security. Then again Co-operative Detection technique is used for final 
assurance. After that Global Reaction sends message to every node in network about the Black Hole nodes. 

 
Secure ZRP (S-ZRP) protocol, proposed by R. Shree et al. is very much secured to detect Black Hole 
attack. The bluff probe idea is explained here, which seems to be holding the address of destination node 
but actually it holds non- existent node [27]. 
 
In the year 2014, Aarfa Khan, Prof. Shweta Srivastava and Prof. Vineet Richariya introduced 
Normalized Wormhole Local Intrusion Detection technique, which is better than LID [28]. 
 
In the year 2013, C.P Vandana and A.F.S Devaraj proved a technique to detect Wormhole node in route 
discovery process in AODV. This can be also termed as Multi Layered Detection technique [29]. 
 
In the year 2012, Soo Young Sin and Eddy Hartono Halim used 3 combined steps. These steps are Time 
of Round Trip, Route Dismissal, routes Collection [30]. 
 
Khin Sandar Win proposed an algorithm of Trust Vector calculation using Correlation technique. He 
used Karl Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient between packets sent to packets dropped. He calculated 
correlation of all neighbouring nodes which is more than 0.9. AODV routing technique was used here. 
 
Wormhole Attack Prevention (WAP) was proposed by Sun Choi, Doo-young Kim, Do-hyeon Lee and 
Jae-il Jung, in 2008. Messages can be listened by nodes, though they are not the receiver. Timer is started 
after RREQ is sent to the neighbor. After listening this, node takes decision to keep it or forward to next 
node [31]. 
 
Based upon Density of Reorder, Jaya Singh and Swathi proposed a technique to detect JF reorder attack. 
Sequence number, Displacement and Receive Index are well described by authors in this context. 
 
JAM (Jellyfish Attack Mitigator) was disclosed by Shamad, Shaikh, Ahmed and Aziz to mitigate JF 

reorder and JF delay variance attack. It changes TCP protocol to correct the congestion control. Source 
node generates CHPs. 
 

In 2003, Hizbullah Khattak et al. proposed Gray Hole mitigation technique by choosing second shortest 
route based on timestamp protocol. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
A thorough study on different routing protocols, different attacks and their mitigation techniques has 
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been done. Black Hole and Wormhole attacks are studied in brief. Wormhole attack influences a wrong 
shortest path from source to destination. Average throughput, Delay, Packet delivery factor can be 
measured as the parameters of this attack. It is already seen that Correlation technique can be used to 
mitigate Wormhole or Black hole attack. So, Absolute Deviation Statistical Approach can also be used to 
mitigate Black Hole or Wormhole attack as a good Machine Learning approach. Jellyfish reorder attack and 
Gray Hole attacks also create great threat to ad hoc network. Watchdog, DCM, REWARD are the good 
techniques to mitigate Black Hole attack. Absolute Deviation Covariance and Absolute Deviation 
Correlation can be used as good statistical estimator. So we can research further in future on Machine 
Learning techniques and algorithms to mitigate different attacks on MANET. 
AODV, DSR, DSDV Routing protocols are also discussed in brief. These 3 protocols can also be used in 
different manner or with some special attachments. Absolute Deviation technique can also be applied on 
AODV and DSR routing algorithms to improve the Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF) between packets sent 
and packets received by Wormhole attack or any other critical attack. 
Furthermore, Neural Network can be used as Deep Learning method to mitigate various attacks in MANET. 
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